
GLOBAL CEMENT: PNEUMATIC CONVEYING

Claudius Peters supplies 1.1km pneumatic  
conveying line to LafargeHolcim Indonesia

In April 2015 a 1.1km pneumatic cement conveying line from Claudius Peters Projects GmbH 
was commissioned at the LafargeHolcim cement plant in Tuban, East Java, Indonesia. The 
design conveying capacity is 500t/hr. The cement is transported from a silo directly to the 
jetty, without any intermediate transfer points.

Dipl.-Ing. Marieke Moka, Claudius Peters Projects

LafargeHolcim built a new cement works in Tuban, 
East Java, Indonesia in 2013. It is around 200km 

from the city of Surabaya. In 2015 a second kiln line 
was installed. Together both kiln lines have a cement 
capacity of 3.4Mt/yr. The second kiln was installed in 
order to be able to deliver cement to markets outside 
of Indonesia, for which the plant’s coastal location  
is ideal.

Plant requirements and limits of supply for 
Claudius Peters
In order to be able to load and unload ships at 
least once per week as fast as possible, a capacity of  
500t/hr had to be reached. The ships used have a ca-
pacity of around 10,000dwt and are either equipped 
with a central system or with different chambers. The 
cement is transported by truck from the plant to a silo 
on the coast. The cement is then conveyed pneumati-
cally from the silo to the ship over more than 1.1km. 

During the first ~250m on shore the pneumatic 
conveyor crosses a road before continuing along a 

jetty up to the ship loading area (See Figure 1). The 
direct loading of the ships is also a requirement that 
was made on the conveying system and was there-
fore included in the scope of supply. The structural 
shell of the silo that feeds the conveying system was 
excluded from the scope of delivery. The electronic 
system and the controls, however, were supplied by 
Claudius Peters.

Since a conveying system with a very high con-
veying capacity and simultaneously a very long 
conveying distance is a great challenge and does not 
belong to the standard equipment of a cement works, 
LafargeHolcim has taken this part out of the scope of 
supply of the EPC contractor and placed it directly 
with Claudius Peters. The decision to use a pneumatic 
conveying system offers the following advantages:  
1. Low maintenance due to limited number of  
mechanical components; 2. High availability; 3. Low 
noise levels; 4. Dust-free conveyance; 5. Flexible 
route, and; 6. Small construction size.

Finding a solution
The basis for a safe plant design is always 
the precise knowledge of the material to 
be conveyed. Examinations of the mate-
rial have to be carried out to determine 
the particle size distribution, the bulk 
density, the fluidisation behaviour and 
the surface characteristics, among other 
parameters. These examinations were 
carried out in the Claudius Peters Tech-
nical Centre. The material data was used 
for dimensioning of the feeding device 
as well as for the design of the pressure 
generator. Thus it provides information 
about conveying gas consumption and 
the conveying pressure. 

The following additional factors also 
needed to be considered in the case of 
the Tuban plant: 

1. More than 700m of the conveying 
route is located directly above the sea and 
the pipeline had to be fastened to piles 
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Below - Figure 1: Silo  
with pneumatic conveying 
line for ship loading at the 
LafargeHolcim Tuban cement 
plant in Indonesia.
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Below - Figure 1: Silo  
with pneumatic conveying 
line for ship loading at the 
LafargeHolcim Tuban cement 
plant in Indonesia.

that are anchored in the seabed. As the pipeline has 
no bends, separation of the gas/solid mixture could 
occur if the plant were not designed correctly. This 
would then cause material plugs in the pipeline. 

2. A further very important point is the correct 
mounting concept for the conveying line to keep the 
forces from heat expansion as low as possible. This is 
because, in the case of this application, no compensa-
tors exist.

3. Ships of different construction types will berth at 
the jetty, which will require a flexible aeroslide loader.

4. Due to the large conveying distance, high velocities 
can occur in the conveying line, which can cause high 
levels of wear.

Design concepts
Two different plant concepts were analysed closely. 
Concept 1 used an X-pump screw feeder and the 
FLUIDCON© conveying system developed by 
Claudius Peters. Due to low conveying gas velocities 
the FLUIDCON© offers the advantages of a low-
energy conveyance with low wear. The FLUIDCON© 
conveying system is a combination of a conventional 
pneumatic conveying pipe and an aeroslide. The 
pipelines are equipped with aeration pads and, due to 
the fluidisation, allow for very low driving gas quanti-
ties and thus very low conveying velocities. Concept 
2 used a conveyance with pressure vessels as a feeding 
device and a pneumatic plain pipe conveyance. 

By means of complex calculation models the 
pressure vessel system was determined to be the 
optimum solution for the requirements made by 
LafargeHolcim. A decisive factor for the decision to 
select Claudius Peters as a partner for this project was 
the possibility to test the conveyance thoroughly in 
the Claudius Peters Technical Centre. 

Claudius Peters has a 5.1km-long test conveying 
line at its Technical Centre in Buxtehude, Germany 
(See Figure 2). By connecting and disconnecting 
the bends, it can be adjusted to the required length. 
The test plant allows Claudius Peters to prove to the 
customer the technical feasibility of the conveyance. 
The results of the conveying tests form the basis for 
the calculation of the plant and are extrapolated 
by means of a scale-up method to the real size of  
the plant. 

The conveying plant
A 10,000t silo built by the EPC contractor serves as 
pre-bin for the conveying plant and is located ap-
proximately 3km from the Tuban plant. The silo 
is filled by use of a truck unloading system. There 
are four truck unloading points, all of which can 
be controlled separately from each other. To feed 
the pneumatic conveying line at 500t/hr, two twin  
pressure-vessel plants are used simultaneously. Each 

of the plants consists of two pressure vessels that work 
alternately. Each of the pressure vessels has a size of 
25m3. A pressure vessel cycle comprises the following 
sequence: filling, pressurisation, discharge, depres-
surisation. 

In a twin pressure vessel plant the times for fill-
ing and pressurisation can overlap with the discharge 
time of the second vessel to provide near continuous 
conveyance. During changeover to the other ves-
sel, controlling devices ensure a continuous input 
quantity. This operation mode is shown in Figure 4. 
An increase of the throughput can be adjusted by in-
creasing the pressure in the upper area of the pressure 
vessels. The pressure in the upper area of the pressure 
vessels is always slightly higher than the conveying 
pipe backpressure.
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Left - Figure 3: Silo  
bottom and transition to  

the pressure vessels  
at the Tuban plant.

Above - Figure 2: The 5.1km 
test conveying line at Claudius 

Peters’  Technical Centre. 
Inset: Pipe bends allow adjust-
ment of the conveying distance
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Even feeding of the 
material is vital for safe 
transport. Just before the 
conveying vessel has been 
completely discharged, the 
outlet valve of this vessel 
is closed and the outlet 
valve of the waiting vessel is 
opened almost simultane-
ously. Only this way can the 
conveyance of a constant 
material flow be ensured. 
Each of the two installed 
twin pressure vessel plants 
conveys 250t/hr through 
its own pipeline over more 
than 1.1 km. 

Due to the decreasing 
pressure difference in the 
pipelines, the conveying 
gas velocities increase with 

increasing distance. Practice shows that the wear 
is proportional to the 2.5-3 power of the velocity. 
Consequently it is always necessary to calculate 
the conveying gas velocity in such a manner that 
it is high enough to ensure material transport but 
at the same time the wear has to be kept as low as 
possible. In order to ensure that no clogging can 
occur, a velocity needs to be selected that has suffi-
cient distance to the conveying limit of the material. 
A reduction of the conveying gas velocity along 
the conveying line is realised by an increase of the  
pipe diameter. 

The so-called ‘stepping’ of the pipeline is thus 
calculated precisely by use of complex calculation 
methods. The exact positioning of the stepping points 
is very important. These points are critical areas, 
since a sudden decrease of the velocity will strongly 

slow down the material. The velocity needs to be high 
enough to ensure that the material does not drop out 
of the gas flow and settle inside the pipeline. The con-
veying lines in Indonesia have fourfold stepping.

Upon request of the customer the complete con-
veyor pipe of each conveyance was equipped with a 
parallel bypass line. This serves for safety purposes 
and allows for the controlled removal of possi-
ble plugs. Every 200m there is a connection to the 
conveyor pipeline (See Figure 5). Through these con-
nections it is possible to feed additional conveying 
gas into the conveying pipeline to remove any plugs. 
The plug destruction system is constructed in such a 
manner that the conveying pipe is purged with bypass 
gas along its entire length, from the end to the begin-
ning of the pipeline. This way, worsening the plugging 
by compressing other material in the pipeline is  
not possible. 

The conveyor pipelines end in a receiving bin 
with a volume of 60m3, which is operated as flow 
bin during normal plant operation. In case that any 
problems occur during ship loading, one fill from 
each of the two pressure vessels can be stored there 
intermediately. Loading of the ships is realised by 
means of an aeroslide loader (See Figure 6). This 
is a mobile loader that can be adjusted optimally  
for different ships.

Claudius Peters has manufactured the complete 
plant in accordance with ASME standards and has 
thus been certified for the relevant US standards.

Summary
Today LafargeHolcim is operating the plant to its full 
satisfaction. During the performance test the pres-
sure vessels reached a capacity above 600t/hr. It has 
not been necessary to use the bypass line for plug 
elimination so far. 
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Above - Figure 4: Conveying cycles of a twin pressure vessel plant.

Right - Figure 5: Scavenging air connections at the conveyor pipes.

Below - Figure 6: Aeroslide loader with loading device. 


